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Campaign Overview
Almost Heaven. West Virginia has a reputation as one of 
the best destinations for outdoor enthusiasts, with its 
picturesque landscapes, breathtaking views, and over 1,500 
miles of world-class hiking trails. However, not enough 
people knew about it, and the state wanted to ensure 
everyone can enjoy the beauty of its wilderness and bring 
awareness of our brand to new audiences. 

We started by searching for the right partner – one with a 
similar mission, the ability to help people easily find the 
perfect trails for their skill level, and the scale to create 
awareness quickly. Enter AllTrails – the most recognized 
trail mapping app with 45 million members, advanced trail 
maps, reviews, and photos.

This first-of-its-kind partnership between a destination 
marketing organization and AllTrails would encourage 
people to get out onto the trails, offering a free 1-year 
AllTrails Pro subscription (now Alltrails+) to those 
committed to traveling to West Virginia in the fall.

Almost Heaven. West Virginia is the 
mountain lifestyle where your personal 
longings are not only realized, but deeply 
fulfilled.

We believe nature is what unites us. Our 
mission is simple: to kindle the spirit of 
adventure.
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Goals 

▪ Raise awareness of the AllTrails app, increasing 
customer acquisition through subscription 
purchases

▪ Encourage participation with West Virginia trails 
during fall, highlighting the state’s incredible 
foliage (September – October ’22)

▪ Raise awareness and boost credibility of West 
Virginia as a world-class outdoor recreation 
destination

▪ Drive travel to the state and participation in West 
Virginia trail systems



TACTICS + RESULTS
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Tactic: 
Landing Page

Our campaign assets 
drove to a custom 
dedicated landing 
page, that explained 
the partnership, 
provided promo code 
redemption 
instructions, and had 
impeded AllTrails 
widgets highlighting 
the states most 
hidden gem hiking 
trails.
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Tactic: Email Program

The email program development 
was robust. Upon promocode 
request, the Tourism Department 
had automatic email deployment 
that issued a unique promo-code 
along with top hiking spots, and 
additional trip planning tools. 

Once the traveler was interest, they 
were entered into a custom email 
journey that provided fall foliage 
updates, things to do during their 
trip, and additional trails to consider. 
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Animation

https://drive.google.com/file/d/15mL9F5yOrZL2x8EuRoqtqRFTEIoQRGOT/view?usp=sharing
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To raise awareness and drive 
conversion, Meta was prioritized given 
the engagement opportunity and 
greater scale to target by core activity 
interests and lookalike capabilities.

Paid tactics were used in conjunction 
with robust organic content 
distributed around this campaign, 
including Reels and Stories 
encouraging users to tag  #AllTrails 
and #AlmostHeaven

Results: 4,177,851 impressions 
delivered, and most importantly, this 
campaign generated the majority of 
our paid conversions and 
registrations for AllTrails.

Tactic: Social media
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Example

Example

Example

https://www.instagram.com/reel/CjWYgB5PuPg/
https://www.instagram.com/reel/CkeQiCALn2N/
https://www.instagram.com/reel/CjBi_rFsnC3/
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To raise awareness on a national 
level, distribute a co-branded 
press release between AllTrails and 
West Virginia Tourism.

On an on-going basis throughout 
the program develop a weekly 
targeted media pitching strategy 
to share campaign statistics and 
wins with national and regional 
media

Results: Outreach led to 293 
media placements generating 
145,462,980 media impressions, 
with a feature placement in AFAR 
Magazine.

 

Tactic: Public Relations
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To reach a regional and national audience, 
we partnered with 3 influencers to further 
amplify the partnership.

We hosted two regional brand ambassadors in 
state and utilized a national brand ambassador 
to share the partnership via Instagram stories.

Results:  104 social media posts reaching more 
than 907,000 consumers generating 55,000 
engagements. 24k promo code requests 
produced

Tactic: Influencer 
Program

Example 1 

Example 2

https://www.instagram.com/p/CjwT55rDGYw/
https://www.tiktok.com/@theloverspassport/video/7152274607419018539


Overall results:



ROI
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Return on investment
The success of this program was most notably measured 
by redemption codes, where the goal was exceeded by 
1,100%. For the specific disciplines below, ROI is provided. 

• Public Relations ROI: $993,279.82  in advertising 
equivalency value

• Influencer Program ROI: $3.1 million in earned media 
equivalency value as compiled by Klear, the leading 
influencer marketing platform owned by Meltwater
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Thank You
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